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Abstract. In this paper we consider the problem of finding an optimal dynamic 
priority assignment policy maximizing the mean throughput rate in a multiclass 
closed queueing network with general service time distributions and a general 
routing pattern. In order to derive an optimization style problem, we define a 
two-dimensional (queue length and cumulative idleness processes) workload 
formulation as a Brownian control problem under heavy traffic conditions. Then, 
we develop a finite-state Markov chain approximation for the Brownian 
controlled process and we state that the optimally controlled Markov chain 
converges to the optimally controlled diffusion and the corresponding property 
holds for the optimal costs. An energy function associated with the controlled 
process is constructed to drive the dynamics of a Hopfield-type selection neural 
network. As an application of the theoretical development, we present some 
simulation results using the neural approach in solving the dynamic priority 
assignment problem for a closed queuing system having a variable size of 
customer population. Finally, we provide a comparison of the quality of this fast 
heuristic solution with the existing results in the queueing literature. 

Keywords. Queueing Systems, Stochastic Control Processes, Neural Networks. 

INTRODUCTION 

The multiclass queueing networks are important models for computer and communication 
systems because the scheduling problem can be formulated as one of controlling the flow in a 
queueing network. The customers of class k = l, ... ,K require service at a specified server s(k) 
and their service times are independent and identically distributed random variables with finite 
mean m

1 
and variances s:. Upon completion the service, a class k customer turns into a class j

customer with probability A
i 

and exits the system with probability 1- I� p
1i 

. The K x K

switching matrix P = (A
i
) is assumed to be Markovian, irreducible and with the diagonal entries 

P
;; 

= 0, i = l, ... ,K ([7]). Because the number of classes is allowed to be arbitrary, the routing 
structure is very general, and can describe a network populated by various customer types, each 



with their own arbitrary deterministic route through the system. The scheduling problem
incorporates the sequencing decisions, i.e., choosing at each point in time, which class of
customer is to be processed at each server in the network in order to minimize the long-run
expected average costs incurred per unit of time subject to a lower bound constraint on the
throughput rate. The vector q= (qr) will be referred to as the entering class mix and e, is the
proportion of class k customers released into the system (Xf=rs, : l).

THE FORMULATION OF THE BROWNIAN CONTROL PROBLEM

N otation and D efi nítío ns

In the queueing literature ([5], [7], t9l) it has been shown that the queueing network scheduling
problem described in the previous section is approximated by a control problem for a Brownian
network. Let p = (p,) be the /-vector of server utílizatíons (traffic intensítíes) for the 1 stations.

The Brownian approximation assumes the existence of a large integer ¿ such that .Æ(l-p,) is

positive and of moderate size for í =1,...,1 (the heavy traffic condition). Let Q, = {Ø (r); r > O}

be the number of class k customers in the system at time t, for k =1,...,K, and let
t,={1,1t¡;t > O}, ¿. = 1,...,/ be the cumulative amount of time that the server í is idle in the time
intervgl [0,4. With the parameter n fixed, we define the scaled queue length process
z,={zr(r);r>0} Uv

Zr(t)-ry, r)0andk=1,...,K (1)t, Jn
and the scaled curnulatíve idleness process (f , = {(1,(t);t > 0} UV

(J,(t)=#, f )0 andi= 1,...,1

Define the one-dimensional scaled centered input process 0 by

(2)

(3)0(r) =
)vnt- N(nt)

, f )0Jn

where N(r) is the cumulative number of customers released into the system up to time r and l,
is the specified average throughput rate which acts as a constraint. The processes Z=(Zr),
U=(Ut) and 0 are the conEol processes in the Brownian control problem describing the
queueing system. Let theK-vector ì,=(À.) be defined by î,=qt, and since q is the entering
class mix vector, it follows that Î,, represents the average number of class ¿ customers that must
depart from the system per unit time in order to satisfy the throughput rare constraint. Define
the KxK input-outputmatix ¡=1Rn) bl

=õ 
o- Po

ffi¡
R...l (4)



The term R, represents the average rate at which class & customers are depleted when class j
customers are being served. Since the routing matrix P is transient, the matrix R is nonsingular
and there exists a unique nonnegative solution F = (Þ.) to theflow balance eqwûíons

RÊ = l. (5)

Definethe /x K resource conswnptíonmatix A=(4") by

An=
1, if i=s(&)
0, otherwise.

and then, the sewer utilization vector p is defined by

P=ÁÊ Q)
V/e define the 1 x K workload profile motríx, ¡4 = (M) by

M = AR-t (8)

where the element Mn rcpresents the total expected remaining amount of work for a class &
customer at server i until the customer exits the network. Let the /-dimensional workload
process W be defined by

W(t)= MZ(t)' t>0 (9)

and thus, 4(Ð is interpreted as the total expected amount of scaled work anywhere in the
network for station í at time t.Let C(t) be the set of all customer classes t such that s(&)= j,
and define the K-vector s = (cl. ) by

n - r2 for all k e C(i) (10)*,-Lforall keC(i)
Pt

Let X be a K-dímensíonal Brownían motion process with the drift vector õ and the covariance
matrix E, where

õ =.Æ'(À-rRcr) (11)
and

,, = ilqpr,(õr - p)+*s,,R*Rnl ,tÐ, ãl_^, ¡\,. rr a, mL . 
-J

Finally,letB be the l-dimensional Brownian motion process defined by
B(t)=MX(t) ' f >0 (13)

and thus, the process B has the drift vector Mô and the covariance marrix M>Mî (t101).

Proposition l, The Brownían control problem is obtained by leuing the system parameter n
defined by the heavy loading condítion to approach infíniry, í.e.,

r( Q@t) \
4nl--QØl+>v'N1g,rl¡\ n 

-')QQ)=¡tt

(6)



as n+æ, where "-)" mcans the weak convergence,2l' ís the squnre root ol the
covariance m.atrix Z , and N(O,rI) ís an RK -valued multívariate r.v. with mean vector 0 and tl
as covariance mntrix. 

tr
The Brownían contol problem

We consider the workload formulatio¿ of the Brownian control problem as choosing right
continuous with left limit (RCLL) processes Z, U und 0 of dimension K / and one, respectively,
in order to minimize (asymptotically) the following cost functional

l,s,"oi¿ll¿,,r,ur*) (raa)

subject to
Z, U and 0 are nonanticipating with respect to X

Uis nondeøeasing and U(0) = g

Z(t)>0forallr>0

(14b)

(14c)

(14d)

(14e)

MZ(t)= B(t)+U(t)-v0(t) forall r20 (14Ð

The optimal process Z n the workload formulation can be expressed in terms of the control
process U, which is assumed to satisfy the constraints (14b), (14c) and (14e). The optimal
processes Z and 0 are found by solving the following linear program for each time step t:

(15a)

subject to

Zr(t)20 , k=1,...,K

(1sb)

(15c)

At each time r > 0, this linear program may have a different set of right-hand side values. The
dual of this linear program will be easier to analyze because it has a static consEaint set. We
define the dual variables æ(l) = (æ,(r)) and we formulate the dual línear program to be solved
at time t as

max É[r,,r, +u,e)þ,(t) (16a)
¡l(r),*trr(r) lLt

subject to
I

Zu*n,(r)<c.,k--L,...,K (16b)
i=l

I

)v,æ,(r) = I (16c)
i=l

with (ru1(r),æi(t),...,n1(r)) as solution. Denoting by d-(r) the dynamic redticed cosr for the
variable Zr(t) in the linear program (15a)-(15c) by

þg*oå nfu,çr¡lsy¡ = ñ(t-p,) , i--r,...,1

åì1,î,à c,z,(t)

K

Itut uZ,çt¡+ v,O(r) = B,(t)+U,(t), i = !,...,1



î'(t)= ç'-

then this linear program can be expressed as

K

minl
r.1¡7 H

subject to

\ni@M.
Í=l

(17)

(21)

cLZLç)

2b,u*-p,M,,)2,(t)=fr,G)= p,B,(t)-Þ,8,(t)+p,u,(t)-p,(1,(t) for i = 1,...,t -l

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)Zr(t)20 , k=1,...,K

Denoting the solution of this linear program by Zi@, the duality theory tells us that the optimal
value of the primal and dual objectives in problems (16a)-(l6c) and (18a)-(18c) will be equal,

Lr¿;ç>=*ä w,çt¡n;çt¡ (re)

TIIE MARKOV CHAIN APPROXIMATION

In order to solve the consnained control problem (1aa)-(1aÐ we construct the foltowing
Lagrangian relaxation ([2])

120a)

subject to

vi,qt¡-{trl* (r,(t)-(r,(t) 
(2ob)

4(t) = p,B,(t)- p,B,(t), i = 1,..., I -l
where the constraints (14e) are placed in the objective function and /=(/,) represents the
Lagrange multipliers vector. The optímalíry conditio¿s for this Lagrangian problem (t2l) are to
find a set of (V,g,U) such that

t=l

where

nun

minlimsuo
Il T+- ¡ I r.ll ww (t>) ¿t +å lø rrl]

{*u<'l 
+h(x)-s, t,*ff, av:-

dx,I
i=l

L
ðv

, l,-r* 0
ðx I-1

1 I-l I-l

Y=^!!
.L¿L¿L ¡=t j=r

+;ä.ä*,* (22)

is the infiniæsimal generaror or ^â ([o], t7l). In (21), the energy function v(x):R,-' -) R is the
cost incurred under the optimal policy when the initial state of the controlled process û is x
minus the cost incurred under the optimal policy when the initial state of tîz is a reference state,
often taken to be zero, so

(23)v(x) -of ä',n',',



Tlre gain g appearing in (21) is the minimal average cost per unit time ([]), independent of the
initial state. The controlled diffusion process is approximated by a controlled Markov chain with
finite state and action spaces (t8l) and the resulting consüained optimization problem is solved
using a neural network implementation. The process Iû must to be confined to a bounded set
which is denoted by G. The sequence of the conrolled Markov chains is indexed by the time
interval r .l-et Rj' b" the finite difference grid on R''. The approximating connolled Markov

chain denoted UV {Ë:,r, > 0} will have the state space G.= R'"-' nG. Let .a(,r) be the action set

for the controlled Markov chain {1:,n2 0} when it is in the state x eG,.

Definition 1. Let p,(x,y;u) denote the transition probability from the state r to state y when

the action u= (tlr,.,.,u,) is used in the state .r e G.. V/e define the quantity

Ø = Itì -*>F,l*,Ëlp,l e4)
Í=l . 'ii, i=l

and we assume that the following diagonal dominance condition is satisfied

f,->lfrl>o, i=1,...,/-1 (25)
il'

where p and f are the drift and covariance of the Brownian motion iâ. gy the definition of u,
the action ø = (0,...,0) corresponds to exerting no conEol.

Proposition 2. The transítion probabilitíes of the approxímatíng controlled Markov chaín
{E:,n20} are given by

(26b)

(26c)

(2ñ)
tr

Definition 2.L-et 
^t' 

be the interpolation interval defîned by
¡2

^J'-- o"

and if {n"@,u);x.G,} is a unique invariant measure ror {fl,n>0} ([7]), we define the
measure p'(.,ø) by

N',(x '(x,u)

n, - >;;,lI;l+ ztp¡p,(x,x*e,riu)-tr
f.lp,(x,x+eír,+e¡r,;u)=# for i* i
f.:p,(x,x+eÍ,-erx;u)=;ï for í* i

_1

P,(x,Yiu) = 0, otherwise

(26a)

(27)

p'(x,u)-

I
Lt'(y)n'(y,u) (28)



The following result shows that the previously defined Markov chain approximation is
cons$tenL

Proposition 3. The transitíon probabilities are nonnegative and sutn over y to one for each
x e G,. The problem (20a)-(20b) is approximated by a problem of fîníte-state and fínite-action
Markov chaín {E:,n>0} with the transítíon probabilítíes given by (26a)-(26d). Moreover, the

cost defined by (20a) becomes a long-run average cost criterion gíven by
l-l

I Ir,nit t\t'(x,u) (2e)r'@)-L
P,

Thc cost íncurred wlen action u ís taken and the controlled Markov chain is in the state x ß
simply g iv en by çrl p,¡!i,-x,æi 1t¡ .

HOPFIELD NEURAL NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION

A Hopfield network governed by the nonlineardifferential equation

#=-+.iwury,{r,)+e, for i = t,z,...,M (30)

with x =fxr,...,xo]t the state vector of the M neurons, W the weight connection matrix, ry(.)

the nonlinear input-ouþut function of a neuron and 0=[O,,...,er]t the bias vector, evolves
towards stable equilibrium point minimizing the following energy function ([4]):

r ---f,v'wv-o'v*1åI'*'(<¡)do (31)

Here, y=[]¡,...,]r]" denotes the vector of the neuron ouq)uts, where ],=V,(r,).The term

(Vr)åJ,*'r{-'(o)do can be neglected because we can make llwll or t enough large. The
i=l

nonlinear tansfer function of the neurons is given by

V,<4) =

1 , if r,>1,
xi , if 0Sx,SL, i=1,2,.,,,M.
0 , if x,<0.

(32¡

The energy function (31) behaves as a Lyapunov function (t4l) for the nonlinear dynamic sysrem
described by (30).We define the indicator functíon

<Þ
1 , if conrolftis optimal for state í,
0 , if controlÈ is not optimal for state í.

Thus, the Hopfield network becomes a decision network and its outputs represents the optimal
conrol which has to be taken when the system modelled by Markov chain arrived in a given
state. This is shown schematically in Figure 1. The Hopfield network operation is represented in
Figure 2, running through the following steps:

(1) Projection of the current state x along the dynamics' trajectory according to
x(r+l) =P(u,t)x(t) , t=1,2,.... (34)

¡ i=l

(33)íL



(2) Passing the state vector x through the nonlinear threshold function in order to confine y
onto the unit hypercube.

(3) Change in y given by the gradient of the augmented Lagrangean according to

Ày = V,L(x,Õ,ol) (35)

Staæs x= 1,...,ì.{

Â

@

@

@

@

C-otsols

u = lr-X

Figure l. The MDp decision Hopfield nerwork Fißurc 2' The rlow chart 
:,tffiir'ß$""

The projection operator P(u,t) and the augmented Lagrangian are defined as follows:

P(u,t) = (1- q)I + ArW(ø)D" , t =1,2,... (36)

L(r,Õ,or) =v(x).tå(å.,, - 1)' Q7)

Here, V(x) is the energy function of Markov Decision Problem defined by (23) and the second
term in the above relation is due to the feasibility constraint on decision network, i.e., for a given
state, only one control can be chosen as minimizer in MDP. In the relation (33), ar stands for
the integration time step and \=N/r, where r is the time constant of the dynamical system
(30). The weight connection maEix W(e) is constructed to adaptively depend of conrol over
time

W(¡¿) = (l-r(u))w, +aø¡frn; (38)

where rvo is the arbitrary initial weight connection matrix and r(ø) is a leaming measure

r(u)=r(u,t)=r-ià|1lu,g)-u,(t-t)l , t=r,2,... (39)

considering that the initiat value is r(t,0)=0. Clearly, when the policy became stationary,
r(k) - 1 and so, the equilib'rium state of the network does not depend on the initiat weight
connections between neurons. D, is a diagonal operator containing as enFies the transfer
functions of the neurons.

Ây= V¿ (x,(Þ, <o)

x(t+l) = Ku¡)x(t)

x

(l)

(2)

y=Õ



NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT WTIT{ QIJEIJEING SYSTEMS

The solution of the workload formulation (1aa)-(1aÐ is interpreted in order to obtain a priority
sequencing policy to the original queueing network scheduling problem. The policy is
interpreted in terms of the optimal control process Z' , where ZiQ) is the scaled number of class

k customers in the system at time r. The sequencing policy is based on the dynamic reduced
costs c¡(t) computed in (17). The ratio

d,ØliM. (40)

measures how costly a class & customer is at time r per unit of remaining processing time. The
sequencing policy gives priority to the customer class with the largest value of this dynamic
index. It is possible that several different customer classes with ZiQ) > 0 (and therefore with
îr(t) = 0) to be served at a common station. In this case, a tie-breaking rule is needed to decide
which of these classes to serve next. læt (1- l)-dimensional vector M(t) be defined by

M(t)= M-'n'(t) (41)

where r'(r) = (æi(t),...,rr-,(r)) is the optimal solution of the dual LP (18a)-(19c). If c¿(r) = 0
for all customers present at station i at time f, then seryer i gives priority to the customer class
with the largest value of Mr(t). The procedure previously described is illusrrated by a three
station example and three customer types A, B and C. The deterministic route of each customer
and the mean processing time (the service time distributions are assumed to be exponential) are
presented in table 1.

Table l. Deærministic routing

Cusûomer Route
service timestvoe

6.0 4.0

8.0 6.0

4.0 9.0

A
B

c

02 220 4 4 4

13777 4 0 0

1r0011112

(q 4 0

u=lt I l
[uoo

3-t-2
t-2-3-L-2

2-3-r-3

1.0

1.0 2.0 7.0

4.0 2.0

Since each customer class corresponds to a type stage pair, there are twelve customer classes
(41, 42, 43, 81,...,85, c1,..., c4) and the routing maFix p has the nonzero entries
Prr=Pu=Por=Pru=Pr=Prr=Po,,o=40¡,=4rrr=1. The workload profile matrix M is given by

l0
l3
I

0

2

(42)

and the entering class mix vector

q=(+ o o + o o o o + o o oì" (43)\3 3 3 -)

The results of simulation study are summari zed, in table 2, where for each policy, 30 independent
runs were made, each consisting of 2000 customer completions. Table 3 describes the
sequencing policy for six regions, according to dynamic reduced costs (17) and the rule stated at
the beginning of this section



Table 3. Priority sequencing policy

TableZ. Comparison of cycle times Region Station I Station 2 Station 3

Sequencing Throughput Clclerule rate (95qn A.I\ (95Vo

FIFO
SERPT

DPA-NN

0.165(10.001)

0.165(+0.002)

0.1ó5(+0.0006)

126 (t10.4)

173 (113.5)

83.6 (r2.3)

84 C3 A2 Bl
c3 A284Bl
A2 Ct 84 Bl
A2 C3 84 Bl
84Bl A2C3

84 Bl C3 A2

A3 85 82Cl
A3 Cl 85 82
A3 85 Ct 82
A3 85 82 Cl
A3 85 82 Cl
A3 85 82 Cl

c4 B3 C2 Al
c4 Al c2 83

c4 Al 83 C2

c4 83 Al C2

c4 83 Al C2

c483 Al C2

time
CI)

I
,
3

4

5

6

CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the problem of finding an optimal dynamic priority assignment poticy
maximizing the mean throughput rate in a multiclass closed queueing network with general
service time distributions and a general routing pattern. The two.dimensional (queue length and
cumulative idleness processes) workload formulation was casted into a Brownian control
problem and then, a finite-state Markov chain approximation has been constructed for the
singular controlled process. The proof of the convergence of optimally controlled Markov chain
to a controlled diffusion process (as well as for the optimal cost) has been presented. The energy
function associated with the controlled process has been used to lead the dynamics of a
Hopfield-type selection neural network. Finally, some simulation results using the neural
approach in solving the dynamic priority assignment problem for a closed queuing system with
variable size of customer population were displayed.
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